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Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Interim President Lou Hencken
met with administrators and facul-
ty from the art department to dis-
cuss the problems in the former
Booth West building and the goals
for the building completion, while
construction at the building seems
to be moving ahead at a faster rate.
Blair Lord, vice president for
academic affairs, said the meeting
was a brainstorming session and
an information sharing meeting
between administrators and facul-
ty, meant to get feedback and vent
frustrations.
Denise Rehm-Mott, an art
instructor, said at the meeting
administrators explained that con-
tractors were working hard to fin-
ish the building, and they would be
able to see improvements like run-
ning water and doors by Monday.
Jeff Boshart, a professor of
sculpture in the art department
who was not at the meeting, said he
can definitely see changes this
week.
“In the past week there has been
more movement in the building
toward making a suitable academ-
ic environment then there has been
in the last three weeks, that is my
opinion. I, as a faculty member,
appreciate the level of commit-
ment I am seeing at the moment,”
he said.
Boshart said he has seen people
at work in the building all day
installing doors, finishing electric
wiring, painting and trimming the
walls and installing shelves. A
front desk has been placed at the
entrance, and although it is not the
new desk faculty were hoping for,
he is happy to have something
there. 
Locks will be put on doors by the
end of the weekend and the bath-
rooms are progressing.
“The bathrooms are quickly
coming into shape. They are close
to being complete,” he said.
When Rehm-Mott arrived at
work Monday, water was working
in some of the classrooms, but not
hers, and workers were attaching
doors to classrooms and offices. 
Over the weekend workers also
repaired equipment and items bro-
ken during the move. 
By the end of the day Monday, all
the doors were put on and offices
had bulletin boards. 
Rehm-Mott said the progress is
positive and she is looking forward
to starting her classes by next
week. However, several more
aspects of the building need to be
completed before that can happen.
Administrators told Rehm-Mott
and others at the meeting that the
ventilation system was expected to
be finished by Friday. Ventilation is
key for classes dealing with fumes
from equipment , paints or other
materials. 
Electricity was also not working
in Rehm-Mott’s room, and she did
not know when it would be turned
on.
Both professors said they have
been holding regular classes, but
fear they will not be able to fully
engage students in studio work
until key work, like ventilation, is
finished in the building.
Rehm-Mott said another concern
voiced at the meeting on Friday
was the hours of the building.
Rehm-Mott said she will suggest a
civil service worker be on sight to
keep the building open until at
least 1 a.m.
“I don’t know if being open until
11 p.m. is enough,” she said.
Hours posted on the door of the
former Booth West state that the
building will open from 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. Monday through Thursday
and Friday from 7 a.m to 5 p.m. 
Booth West will be closed on
Saturday and reopen Sunday from
4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Rehm-Mott said if students have
a full class schedule or work dur-
ing the day they may not have
enough time to finish projects.
Many art students were used to
having access to an art building
late at night.
“There are not enough hours in
the day,” she said.
Lord said the schedule posted
now is tentative and administra-
tors are keeping an open mind and
will consider keeping the building
open longer if problems arise.
Boshart said he has passed sur-
veys out to his class to gauge what 
“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
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Women’s soccer team
travels to Indiana
Women’s soccer goes on the road to face Indiana
State where the outlook looks good for Eastern.
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Third week and still not ready
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
John Janega, a senior 2D art major, uses colored pencils to color a picture for class, Monday afternoon at the for-
mer Booth West Library branch.  Janega is one of several students who is looking forward to the completion of
the facility.  
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
A benefit fund for Bill Feltt has
been set up at First Mid-Illinois
Bank and Trust in Charleston to
help offset Feltt’s medical expens-
es. 
Feltt, an English instructor, was
attacked Aug. 27 at 1:50 a.m. by six
to eight unknown men on the south-
west corner of Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. He is now in
stable condition at Good Samaritan
Hospital in Vincennes, Ind., still
suffering a skull fracture, recover-
ing from a sinus infection and a
small brain hemorrhage.
Dana Ringuette, chair of the
English department, said the fund
was set up by an anonymous fami-
ly member of Feltt’s. The fund was
established in response to a num-
ber of people who came forward
wanting to add to an existing
reward.
Judicial Affairs is offering a
$2,500 reward for any information
leading to the arrest and conviction
of the offenders.
Ringuette said Feltt is expecting
substantial hospital bills, despite
health insurance coverage. 
The family member who estab-
lished the fund said Feltt will have
trouble paying his bills, because
teaching at the university was his
first job after graduate school, and
he had not saved up much money.
“It’s going to be a while before
he can get on his feet,” the family
member said.
Ringuette said anyone wanting
to make a donation can give cash or
a check to the First Mid-Illinois
Bank at 500 W. Lincoln Ave. in
Charleston, care of the Bill Feltt
benefit fund.
The family member said dona-
tions of any amount would be
greatly appreciated, because Feltt
is unsure when he will be released
from Good Samaritan, and his bills
are adding up.
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
Angie’s Chicago Style Pizza,
attracting customers on campus
and in the community with such
specials as $1 pizzas, closed
indefinitely Sunday night. 
The locally-owned restaurant
closed because of debt, said Paul
Coffman, owner of the Angie’s
Pizza building.
Coffman, who owns Coffman
Insurance Agency, a division of
Allstate, was in the process of
buying the business from owner
Barbara Phillips.
He plans to open the location
for business again, and changes
to the business name and style
are uncertain.
The pizzeria operated at their
Charleston East Lincoln Ave.
location after moving January
2001  from West Park Plaza.
Angie’s Pizza moved to the new
location to have a larger dining
area, and included more items to
their menu.
“We are working with the bank
to assume (Phillips) equipment
loan,” Coffman said. “Really it
was some of her management
problems (that caused Angie’s
closure).”
He said Phillip’s personal debt
led to the business’ closure.
Angie’s Pizza has been open
for four years and offered not
only pizza, but also pasta and cal-
zones.
Food deals and a good location
made Angie’s Pizza popular and
worth regrouping to open again,
Coffman said. 
“We’ve got a lot of support
from the community,” Coffman
said.
Coffman is uncertain when the
location will operate again.
Barbara Phillips was unavail-
able for comment.
 Construction at former Booth West moving faster
Anonymous family
member creates 
benefit fund for Feltt
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
After being open just a short time this semester, Paul Coffman, man-
ager of Angie’s Pizza, had to close down the pizzeria located on
Lincoln Ave. and 9th Street.  Coffman is unsure whether the eatery
will open again for students and residents to enjoy.  
Angie’s Pizza closes for now 
 Building owner plans
to re-open restaurant
“It’s going to be a
while before he can get
on his feet.”
— Bill Feltt family member
 Donations would help
pay for hospital costs
What’s Not Done
 Bathrooms 
 Running water on and off
as construction goes on
 Electricity does not work
in all rooms
 Unpacking of equipment
and supplies
Ventilation
Locks for doors
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 Theft  
On Friday medical supplies val-
ued at $300 were stolen from a
room in Andrews Hall. The inci-
dent is under investigation. 
 Driving under the
influence 
On Sunday, Scott Isaac Parrish,
20, of 14080 E. CR 11120 N,
Charleston was arrested at 1:26
a.m. at 6th & Lincoln in Charleston
for driving under the influence. 
C O R R E C T I O N S
A photo cutline in the Sept. 3
issue of The Daily Eastern News
incorrectly identified those shown.
They were, from left to right, Patti
Stratton, EIU Foundation execu-
tive; Lois Buchellew, a former
Booth Library employee and
William Buchellew, former Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
graduate coordinator.
The News regrets the error.
C L A R I F I C A T I O N S
A review of a comedian’s act in
Monday’s issue of The Daily
Eastern News inappropriately
referred to a couple in the audi-
ence as elderly. 
The News regrets the wording.
C O M I N G  U P
Auditions for dance
group to be held today
J E N  C R A V E N S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
‘Play us a song, you’re the Piano Man.’ 
Michael Dwiggins, a junior theater major, plays a few tunes on the piano in the waiting area just outside the
Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Monday evening.  
By Lindsey Recupito
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The EIU Dancers will hold
auditions for the 2002-2003
school year at 7 p.m. today in the
McAfee Dance Studio.
During the audition, partici-
pants will perform basic locomo-
tor skills such as walking, run-
ning, hopping and leaping, as
well as a jazz combo and ballet,
said Jeanna McFarland, physical
education instructor.
Both men and women are
allowed to audition, but the
women will go first. Men will
dance after the locomotor por-
tion.
“We just want to see how well
they can move and keep the
beat,” McFarland said.
The auditions should last for
about two hours, but they could
take longer.
Street shoes are not allowed on
the dance floor, so dancers
should either bring dance shoes
or dance barefoot.
The callback list will be posted
on Thursday, and the final list
will be posted Thursday night. 
Rehearsals will start Sept. 17.
The EIU Dancers meet every
Tuesday and Thursday from 7 to
9 p.m. for practice.
The EIU Dancers, which is a
recognized student organization,
was founded 20 years ago. The
members are dedicated to fur-
thering the appreciation of dance
at Eastern, a press release stat-
ed.
Modern dance, ballet, jazz and
tap will be featured at the annual
recital on Feb. 28 and March 1,
2003.
For further information call
Nancy Nordtvedt at 581-5616 or
Jeanna McFarland at 581-7591.
By Matthew Kent
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The beginning of any school
year for a new college student is
often full of expectations of
studying daily and getting good
grades. 
Students seeking strategies for
success early in college and
establishing better study habits
should attend the informational
workshop “Blasting Off” at 7:30
tonight in the Effingham Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The workshop is being pre-
sented by Bud Edwards, faculty
assistant at the Counseling
Center.
It is primarily aimed towards
freshmen and transfer students,
but all students may come to the
event. 
The workshop will give stu-
dents strategies to develop well
into their college career,
Edwards said.   
This workshop will focus on
addressing a variety of topics
students face at the beginning of
a semester and how to overcome
such obstacles.  
Students having difficulty with
time management can quickly
learn how to adequately budget
and prioritize their time by
attending this workshop,
Edwards said. 
Students will learn how to
develop a support system strate-
gy they can use to get to know
professors quickly and effective-
ly. 
“The workshop should be
interactive, and I hope students
can participate,” Edwards said.  
Tips on organization and con-
quering motivation obstacles will
be presented.  Students also will
learn how to identify and priori-
tize what they want and what
they need.  
“I hope we have a good turnout
of students and they can be sup-
portive,” Edwards said.  
Freshmen to prepare
for spring registration
By Lisa Rowe
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Freshmen are encouraged to
attend the “Getting Ready for
Spring ‘03 Class Registration”
presentation at 7:30 p.m. today
in the Taylor Hall dining center.
“This presentation is to get
freshmen up to speed and pre-
pare them to start looking at
what they need for spring class-
es,” said Julie Sterling, academ-
ic adviser. 
Being a new student in col-
lege can be confusing, but the
Academic Advising Center is
trying to help take the chaos out
of freshmen students’ first year
of college.
The presentation will include
information on the procedure
for appointments for registra-
tion, how to make appoint-
ments, use of Web resources to
find information on careers,
completing an electronic writ-
ing portfolio and going over
majors that may have admis-
sion requirements. 
“We encourage all freshmen
to attend so they can be ready
and prepared for the spring
semester,” Sterling said.
For those who cannot attend
the presentation, the informa-
tion will be posted in the future
on the academic advising Web
site, www.eiu.edu/~advising.
“A lot of what is covered will
be in the catalog,” Sterling said.
“We just help them to under-
stand it all.”
Students who cannot attend
are encouraged to call their
advisers and speak with them.
It does not have to be registra-
tion time to speak with an
adviser.
The Academic Advising
Center also helps students who
are undecided research possi-
ble careers within different
majors.
For more information on the
presentation, or to speak with
an adviser, contact the
Academic Advising Center.
T O N I G H T ’ S  B E S T  B E T S
Get study habit tips
Workshop aims to help
freshmen gain early 
success in college classes
 EIU Dancers looking
for male and female
members, performance
held in February 2003
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University Union Bowling Lanes
New Equipment with Automatiic
Scoriing and Bumpers
Phone: 581-7457
Mon 9:00 pm Coed (4 per team)
Wed 4:30 pm Peterson Point (Individual*)
Wed 7:00 pm Mens (5 per team)
Thurs 6:30 pm Coed Doubles*
*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned 
Fall Bowling Leagues
Leagues Start Monday Sept 9th
Cost: $4.00 per person
Coming Soon: EXTREME COSMIC BOWLING!
$2 Tuesday @
$2 Marty Burger w/ Fries
$2 16 oz. Miller Lite Stadium Bottles
$2 Drinks (Vodka, Rum, Amaretto)
FREE JUKEBOX ALL NITE!!
$1.50 Captain
Morgan
Tuesday Night
Coming Soon...
PS2 Madden 2003
on a 61” TV
ADVERTIISE!!
By Scott Miller
ADMINISTRATION EDITOR
Officials from the state’s
largest university faculty union
have expressed concern about
universities spending more
money on administrators while
neglecting teaching improve-
ments. However, the Illinois
Board of Higher Education said
its top priority is teaching.
The University Professionals
of Illinois, Eastern’s faculty
union, released a study
Thursday outlining university
spending on administrative and
faculty budgets during the past
10 years.
The UPI study shows universi-
ties are spending 48 percent
more for administrators than
they were in fiscal year 1993
while only increasing teaching
budgets 26 percent during the
same period.
The study shows universities
are also hiring more administra-
tors than teachers.
Administrative positions have
increased at nearly 10 times the
rate teaching positions have.
In 1992, Illinois legislators
passed a resolution asking uni-
versities to allocate more spend-
ing to teachers than administra-
tors, but according to the UPI
study, the opposite has been hap-
pening.
“We should be looking at the
priorities of our universities and
doing what’s best for the stu-
dents. I think we all have to work
together to determine what our
priorities actually are. Teaching
is absolutely essential,” UPI
President Sue Kaufman, a for-
mer Eastern journalism profes-
sor, said Thursday.
Donald Sevener, IBHE’s com-
munications director, said the
board agreed, and the state’s top
priority is faculty compensation.
“I don’t know how UPI did the
study, but it is hard to tell what is
an administrator and what isn’t.
For example, a faculty member
may be administrating a project,
making the budget for a faculty
project actually considered part
of the administrative budget,”
Sevener said. 
“It’s not as simple as one
might think,” Sevener said,
“breaking that down between
administrators and teachers.”
He wouldn’t comment any fur-
ther on the report, saying the
board hasn’t had enough time to
review the study in depth, but he
did say steps already have been
taken to give teachers better
compensation. 
In 2000, IBHE established the
three-plus-two-plus-one plan,
which was an optional incentive
for universities to pay more to
faculty, raising the Illinois facul-
ty salaries in line with their
peers around the rest of the
country, Sevener said.
The plan offered a state-
appropriated 3 percent raise for
faculty to accommodate for cost-
of-living increases. 
The state would pay additional
2 percent salary increases, if
universities agreed to pay an
additional 1 percent, Sevener
said.
The incentive is part of a five-
year plan which has been some-
what successful so far, to better
faculty compensation, but budg-
et difficulties in fiscal year 2002
interrupted those efforts,
Sevener said.
“Since fiscal year 2000, it’s
been the board’s top priority to
allocate most state revenue to
faculty salaries,” Sevener said.
“The authority (to spend more
on teachers) rests with Board of
Trustees at each institution.”
In other words, IBHE only has
a small say in how universities
allocate spending, Sevener said.
“We set goals for the state.
The IBHE puts together budget
recommendations for  the gover-
nor, then the governor puts
together the budgets,” he said.
By Karen Kirr
CAMPUS REPORTER
With a new stretching cage and
rubber dumbbells added to its
array of equipment this past sum-
mer, the Student Recreation
Center may be on the verge of
adding yet another physique-chis-
eling apparatus.
Ken Baker, director of Lantz
Arena’s Sports and Recreation
department, says students and
staff have expressed a growing
interest in the center’s current
tread climbing wall, and if not for
budget restraints, it might have
already been replaced with a
state-of-the-art rendition.
“There’s been some inquiries
for a new climbing wall,” Baker
said. “We’ve had the (center’s)
tread wall here three years. It
cost $10,000. A new state-of-the-
art one would cost around
$80,000.”
Although a large portion of the
center’s budget is supplemented
by the Apportionment Board,
Baker said not to dismiss the pos-
sibility of a new wall, which would
mimic the likeness of an actual
rock wall, eventually being pur-
chased.
To peak students’ interest in the
current tread wall, Baker said the
structure was brought to the fore-
front of the center’s second floor
over the summer, as opposed to
its former position at the southern
end of the second floor, where it
had a much lower profile.
“We brought it up (to the front)
to test students’ interest in climb-
ing,” Baker said. “Students can
adjust the speed and incline on it.
We are hoping (the wall) will
quench the appetite of those
climbers until someone can come
up with $80,000. That price is too
high.”
Although it may be beyond
affordability at this juncture, that
doesn’t mean Baker will discon-
tinue spearheading efforts for the
pricey tread wall.
“Research has been done (on a
new wall),” Baker said. “We have
done investigation in it. Right now
it is on our wish list.
“We could also get treadmills
with that kind of money. What we
have to weigh is where students’
money would best be spent. We
look at our budget and see where
we can invest.”
There may not be a hotbed of
die-hard rock climbers in the flat-
lands of the Midwest, but Baker
said a small group of students
have expressed interest in a high-
tech wall and “we listen to all of
our students, and we explore their
inquiries.”
Besides the possibility of a new
tread wall cropping up later in the
academic year if funds allow, a
second stretching cage may mate-
rialize adjacent to the blue mats
on the second floor of the facility.
The first stretching cage, top-
ping $2,000 and funded by AB
funds, was added during the sum-
mer. 
Baker said the drawbacks of
the structure are that it can only
accommodate one student at a
time and has space limitations. 
“We hope to get another one
fairly soon,” he said. “People are
really recognizing the importance
of stretching.”
The cages are ideal for athletes
and students in general, Baker
said. 
“Instructions on the cage tell
what different stretches can be
done for each different sport,” he
said. 
Baker also revealed $3,000
worth of rubber dumbbells,
including a rack for storage, were
purchased during the summer
and added to the first floor weight
room’s plethora of equipment to
prevent damage to its ground
floor.
“It is better to have rubber
dumbbells on a rubber floor for
the welfare of the floor and the
complete safety of the students,”
Baker said.
All cushions are also being
reupholstered on all of the rec’s
couches and chairs.
“That was out of funds from the
Apportionment Board,” he said. “I
give them a list of what they can
expect their money to be spent on
and they allot the money for spe-
cific purposes. 
Rec makes plans
for higher ground
By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR
A student charged with 16 counts
of possession of child pornography
goes to trial today.
Christopher J. Scorzo, of Chicago,
was arrested on April 22, 2001 after
he allegedly showed pornographic
pictures including children to
another person who reported
Scorzo to the police. 
While conducting a search of his
room in Weller Hall , police found
other  pictures of child pornogra-
phy on his computer. All of the pic-
tures were downloaded from the
Internet, said Assistant State’s
Attorney Duane Deters.
Scorzo faces one Class 1 felony
and 15 Class 3 felony charges which
will  make him eligible for proba-
tion if convicted, Deters said.
The one count of Class 1 felony is
for showing the pictures to another
party and would require a mini-
mum of $1,000 in fines, Deters said.  
Student’s
child porn
case begins
Schools hiring more administrators, fewer teachers
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Joe Crement, a freshman biology major, stretches his arms between reps with a newly bought stretch machine,
Monday afternoon at the Lantz Gym recreation center.  
  Education officials say education top priority in schools, but study finds more money in administration 
Helen Zack doesn’t hear the
kah-thunk when she drives into
town every day anymore.
And she has Gov. George Ryan
to thank for it.
But the enormous gouge in
Water Street on the wrong side of
the railroad tracks was there for
years – ever since Zack could
remember. The gash broke in
many suspensions during its
tenure in the pavement.
She lives in La Salle-Peru, but
could live in Charleston or any
other small town in the state. 
Ryan’s Illinois FIRST program
– passed in 1999 - smoothed out
the road and many other broken
thoroughfares throughout the
state.
“It sure was rough before,
that’s for sure,” Zack said. “The
whole car would shake.”
The $12 billion slush fund was
designed to build infrastructure
around the state, including 87
grants for projects at state uni-
versities and colleges. Two such
grants worth $80,000 were issued
to Eastern. 
La Salle-Peru received $1 mil-
lion for road construction. Part of
that money was used to pay for
the Water Street rehab. 
The city also received $100,000
for a leaf vacuum to keep the
streets free of those horrid look-
ing leaves that for whatever rea-
son, litter roads every fall.
Leaves — not in my backyard!
At Eastern, $80,000 could be
sucked up in a short time and
money goes a long way in
Charleston. Projects at other uni-
versities around the state are sim-
ilar in scale.
Illinois FIRST puts higher edu-
cation last at a time when it could-
n’t be more vital. The state’s econ-
omy is in the dumps, but the state
doesn’t hesitate to sign off on
blowing its money on leaf suck-
ers. 
Illinois FIRST is a slush fund of
pork. But the flavor of the state’s
economy is highly vegetarian.
How can Ryan cry poor when
there’s plenty of pet project
money to be had?
Ask anyone at any public uni-
versity in the state and they’ll
show you the dire straits. Ask the
man or woman on the newly-con-
structed street and they’ll paint a
rosier picture, one not bound by
reality.
The road Zack drives on isn’t
paved with concrete. It’s black-
topped with university salary and
job freezes. It’s cemented by can-
celed financial aid checks.
College cutbacks patch the road
together.
Zack doesn’t have any children
or immediate relatives in college. 
They’ve long since moved on or
graduated so she has no interest
in how bumpy the road is for the
college students of today.
That’s why Illinois FIRST won’t
be dropped to the bottom of the
pork barrel. It’ll be around for a
long time. Meanwhile, higher edu-
cation and stimulation of the
state’s economy will take a back
seat to pork.
Ryan will be long gone and the
program will still be around,
because it gives local senators
and representatives an avenue to
get money for small projects in
their districts. This always
bodes well for them on election
day.
But while we vote in favor of
the many projects, we are vetoing
the future work force. Not all of
the money dumped into Illinois
FIRST should be thrown at higher
education, but just think what
would happen if a little bit more
of it was.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Nate Bloomquist
Sports editor
and semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Bloomquist also
is a senior 
journalism
major.
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
nbloomquist@eiu.edu
Pork slush fund tastes bad
O P I N I O N
Did cans
really fizz
out?
E D I T O R I A L
This editorial is run with per-
mission of the Opinions
Council of the Daily Vidette
at Illinois State University. It
originally ran Aug. 29.
Children seem to be disap-
pearing off the face of the
earth at an alarming rate –
vanishing from suburban
communities at the whim of
kidnappers.
Or at least that’s what the
media climate portrays. 
The broadcast and print
media has brought to the
screen and page news of kid-
nappings to the point where
keeping them straight
becomes difficult.
Even the 1996 kidnapping
and death of Colorado child
model Jon-Benet Ramsey
continues to pop up on news
shows every once in awhile.
The constant coverage of
the recent kidnapping sug-
gests child abduction is
becoming more of a problem
in the United States. No solid
evidence exists to support this,
but when people see unending
news coverage of multiple kid-
nappings, the natural tendency
is to become worried.
This has happened before.
The media’s coverage of
the school shootings at
Columbine High School in
Colorado and the smaller
shootings that followed
prompted a rethinking among
schools concerning their
security programs.
School shooting coverage
died off eventually, but vio-
lent acts continued.
Following certain trends at
certain times and leaving
other stories of local, national
or international interest
behind damages the media’s
credibility.
All news broadcasts outlets
are hurt when they air specu-
lative information in a race to
inform the public first. When
experts take a seat in front of
the camera to systematically
guess about breaking issues,
the real truth can be easily
lost – or at least put off until
later. 
Because of the different
news processes, print media
sources avoid dabbling in as
much speculation, but their
concentration of news stories
focused in any certain area
puts print in a similar situa-
tion.
When the media focuses
full attention on the “big sto-
ries,” they miss the chance to
report other stories on a
more investigative level.
And when the public miss-
es out on these investigative
ventures, or even a wider
variety of stories, misinter-
pretation can result. In a
democracy such as ours, the
public needs to have an accu-
rate picture of the state of
life for everyone.
As the mass media shifts
its coverage between differ-
ent “top issues,” the decision
making of the public need to
be reconsidered.
Latest news may obscure important stories
G U E S T  E D I T O R I A L
“Illinois FIRST puts
higher education last
at a time when it
couldn’t be more vital.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Sales reports from Pepsi Co. have prompted the
replacement of all but four can pop machines with
bottle machines.
But is this what students really want?
Despite what sales reporting says, not everyone
on Eastern’s campus wants to pay $1 for soda. 
Over the summer, all but four remaining Pepsi
can machines were replaced with bottle machines.
The advantages are obvious: bottles are bigger,
they have caps and can be carried in backpacks.
However, they cost 40 cents
more, and not everyone wants
20 ounces of soda.
Sales reports say the campus
community buys more 20-
ounce bottles of soda, but that
could very well be because
there were more 20-ounce
machines than can machines
before the change.
Sales reports now will obvi-
ously show an increase in bot-
tle sales, though that may not
reflect an accurate sample.
This move has been called a “win-win” situa-
tion. But for whom? For the parties that receive
profits from Pepsi sales, on campus, this would be
the athletic department. This might be a good
thing, if most of the money went to the university. 
The athletic department has plenty of other
sources for income and does not need more pro-
ceeds from soda sales.
Changing revenue is not part of the equation,
director of purchasing Monty Bennett has said.
But how can revenue not change if a 60-cent can
of soda is replaced with $1 bottle of soda? You
don’t have to be an economics major to be pretty
sure that replacing a cheaper product with a more
expensive product will increase revenue.
Clearly it’s a win-win situation for Pepsi, which
already has a sweetheart deal with Eastern to own
the soda monopoly.
But what does it leave for penny-pinching col-
lege students who don’t want to pony up the extra
money for plastic bottles and don’t need the extra
soda? 
Four can machines remain on campus, for those
who still desire cans. Those locations are in
Buzzard Hall, Coleman Hall, Physical Science
Building and Lantz Building.
Students who prefer aluminum canned soda will
have to work up an even bigger thirst with the
extra legwork needed to get to the can machines.
In deciding to change the can vs. bottle avail-
ability, sales reports should not have been the
deciding factor. Were students consulted about
what they thought of the idea?
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The recent pop
machine
changes on
campus
Our stance
Is this change
really what the
students
want? Not
everyone
wants to buy
$1 soda.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Advertise 
If you advertise it
they will come...
BY MAURA POSSLEY
CITY EDITOR
For the past month rain has teased cen-
tral and southern Illinois, leaving farmers
in desperation and the economy hanging in
the balance.
Charleston has not seen significant rain-
fall since June 18. Meanwhile floods invad-
ed the northern part of the state. 
If the dryness continues here, it could
prove a rough harvesting season for area
farmers, said Mark Phelan, manager of the
Coles County Farm Bureau.
“We’re hurting pretty bad,” he said.
According to the National Weather
Service, the chance of rain in Charleston
will stay at about 30 percent through
Tuesday night and is expected to remain
warm, in the upper 70s, through the week-
end.
The corn crop is being hit especially
hard, Phelan said, because with corn, time-
liness of rain is crucial to the pollination
process. A critical time for rain is during
the month of July when corn is being polli-
nated.  
However, central Illinois is not as badly
off as points south, which are more dry, or
areas to the north, where abundant rains
have flooded areas, which Phelan said is
just as bad as a drought.
The next month will tell all, Phelan said,
when farmers will begin to harvest the corn
and assess how much they have produced
according to the average, or yield.
If the drought continues, farmers will
have to harvest earlier than they would like,
otherwise the corn could become too dry. 
If rains come through, Phelan said farm-
ers will be out harvesting in about a month.
Right now, however, farmers are feeling
a lot of anxiety, Phelan said, and are trying
to “hurry up and get ready.” 
Because farmers are not sure whether
rains will come, they are hurrying to pre-
pare harvest equipment so they will be
ready when the need to harvest comes.
The economy is one direct impact of poor
corn produce and has already seen prices
climbing fast. If this trend continues it will
“drastically,” affect the economy, Phelan
said.  
Although there is still average amounts
of corn growing now, Phelan said the next
month will tell how much is produced —
therein, how much prices will increase.
Phelan said there is a 50 percent chance
of an entire crop failure, but that chance
stays true every year until crops are har-
vested.
Little rain causes worry
over crops, economy
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Due to extremely low rainfall, crops, like this cornfield, across from the Walmart in Mattoon,
have not been growing as they should.  
“We’re hurting pretty bad.”
—Mark Phelan
 Charleston farmers already  preparing farm equipment, anx-
iously anticipating much needed rains to hit area and save corn
A  N A T I O N  R E M E M B E R S
By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Those interested in celebrating their
freedoms to commemorate Sept. 11 may
contribute to the Tarble Arts Center’s tem-
porary shrine today and tomorrow.
Beginning at 10 a.m. today, the center
will be accepting flowers, poems, art
work, flags, photographs and any other
mementos that symbolize freedom in
remembrance of the horrific events of one
year ago, a press release stated.
The exhibit is titled, “Celebrate
America’s Freedoms: A Day of
Remembrance.”
Kit Morice, curator of education for the
Tarble Arts Center, began setting up for
the shrine Monday. The center set up a
backdrop for the shrine, but participants
can bring any item of personal signifi-
cance for the community to view.
“The purpose of the shrine is not only to
remember victims but to celebrate our
freedoms as Americans–freedom to
assemble, freedom to express ourselves,
freedom to worship as we choose—all the
freedoms we hold dear,” Morice said.
Creating a shrine is part of an effort by
museums across the United States to reaf-
firm and examine our freedoms, the press
release stated. 
The Tarble Arts Center staff will pick
up materials from area schools to be incor-
porated into the shrine, but members of
the community must drop off their
mementos at the center, located on 9th St.
and Cleveland Ave.
The center will be accepting contribu-
tions today and Wednesday, from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. If people continue to contribute,
Morice said, the shrine will remain up for
the rest of the week.
By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
A morning ceremony commemorating
Sept. 11 with words, music and moments of
silence will be held at 8:40 a.m. Wednesday
in the South Quad.
“The morning service is to memorialize
people who lost their lives and the first
responders,” said David Onestak, director
of the counseling center and co-organizer
of the memorial service. 
Law enforcement personnel, city fire-
fighters and members of Eastern’s mili-
tary science department, as well as stu-
dents and members of the community, will
gather around the South Quad flagpole.
At 8:45 a.m., a single siren will sound in
observance of the exact moment one year
earlier in which American Airlines Flight
11 crashed into the North Tower of the
World Trade Center in New York City, a
press release stated.
Roger Stoner, music department chair,
will play “Taps” as a moment of silence is
observed, and the South Quad flag is low-
ered to half-mast, Onestak said.
Delegates of Eastern’s international stu-
dent population will display flags at the
service representing the nearly 80 coun-
tries who lost citizens in the attacks.
The first portion of the morning cere-
mony is expected to end at 9 a.m., Onestak
said.
Then volunteers and university groups
will begin the process of reading the
names of the victims killed on Sept. 11.
“There will be about 3,000 names read,
so that could go on for two to three hours,”
Onestak said.
Attendees of the ceremony may read
some of the names if they are willing and
are welcome to stay at the memorial serv-
ice as long as they wish.
South quad will fall silent
to commemorate victims
Freedom shrine hopes to help
heal wounds of terror attacks 
 Tarble Art Center invites symbolic tokens at Sept. 11 memorial
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• $1.25 UV Mixers
NO COVER!
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Ladies Night
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Advertising in the
DEN...
The best thing since
sliced bread!
By Paul Franklin
S T A F F  E D I T O R
Current faculty concerns will be
discussed at Tuesday’s Faculty Senate
meeting in order to plan a open forum
for the faculty.  
Faculty Senate meets at 2 p.m. in
Booth Library conference room. 
Ann Zahlan, the Faculty Senate
chair, sent out e-mails within the past
week, polling the current faculty for
any of their campus concerns. 
Zahlan said there have been
responses from many faculty mem-
bers, but she is  “not sure when (an
open forum) will be, but it will be
sometime in the near future.”  
Faculty concerns range from safety
to networking problems.  
Zahlan hopes the forum will come
by the end of the semester. The meet-
ing date will be decided in one of the
next few meetings.     
The Faculty Senate will speak with
Vice President for External Relations
Jill Nilsen, on the electronic infra-
stucture problems Eastern has had
lately.  Zahlan said they would be dis-
cussing the possibilty for faculty fund
raising or other ways to correct the
problem. 
As part of the Sept. 11 commemora-
tion being held in Eastern’s South
Quad Wednesday morning at 8:40
a.m., the Faculty Senate will be read-
ing a portion of the names of 3,000 vic-
tims of the tragedy.  
The reading of the names will begin
at 9 a.m., and the Faculty Senate will
be reading for the first hour of the
ceremony. The Senate will go over the
final plans of the commencement cer-
emony and decide who will read.  
The Faculty Senate also will select a
nominee for the Budget Director
Screen Committee. 
Three names will be chosen and one
will be selected in order to serve on
the Budget Director Screen
Committee.  
Interim President Lou Hencken was
expected to attend the meeting to
present enrollment statistics; howev-
er, he is now unable to attend.
No future date has yet been set for
the enrollment announcements.
Faculty Senate to plan open forum
hours students planned on work-
ing in the building.
“As things progress I hope
students understand they drive
the decision-making process,”
Boshart said. 
“I think down the road we are
going to have an excellent facil-
ity here that we are going to
enjoy using for the next three
years,” Boshart said.
“I think we are getting the
end in sight,” Blair said.
A flyer posted throughout the
former Booth West building
Monday excerpted a quote from
Lou Hencken that may have
caused confusion for some stu-
dents.
The flyer reads, “It’s no big
deal for me to write a check out
to them.” (In response to “Our
students deserve a refund.”)
“Just tell us what you need,”
Hencken is quoted as saying.
Lord said the quotes were
taken from a meeting between
administrators from the univer-
sity and the art department
administrators and faculty. 
However, he said no decisions
about art student tuition
refunds were made during the
meeting.
Illinois confirms
10th West Nile
death Monday
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Illinois public health
officials confirmed the state’s 10th death due to the
West Nile virus Monday.
A 79-year-old Chicago woman died of West Nile
encephalitis Aug. 30; her case was reported to the
Chicago Department of Public Health over the week-
end, said Dr. John Lumpkin, the state’s public health
director.
The state public health department confirmed 44
new cases of the mosquito-borne disease Monday,
bringing Illinois’ total to 268, Lumpkin said.
Human cases have been identified in 23 of the
state’s 102 counties, according to public health offi-
cials.
Two counties — Edgar and Kankakee — recorded
their first cases Monday.
“The escalating number of human cases under-
scores how pervasive this virus has become in our
state,” Lumpkin said. “Until there are sustained cool
temperatures or a hard frost, it is incumbent on all of
us to take the steps necessary to reduce the chance of
a mosquito bite.”
Some of those steps include avoiding being outdoors
at dawn, dusk or early evening; using insect repellent
containing 25 to 35 percent DEET; wearing long pants
and long-sleeved shirts; and eliminating stagnant
water where mosquitos might breed.
Some communities are stepping up their efforts to
combat mosquitos by spraying airborne insecticides.
Chicago has begun spraying, and Springfield is using
a state grant to buy a spraying unit that will be used in
coming weeks.
But spraying should not give people a false sense of
security, said Tom Schafer, spokesman for the state
Department of Public Health.
“Anything like that when you reduce the adult mos-
quito population is going to be of some assistance,”
Schafer said.
But he added: “There’s no way you’re going to elim-
inate all of them.”
The state’s other nine deaths include two in Chicago
and four in suburban Cook County. The other deaths
were in DuPage, Effingham and Moultrie counties,
public health officials said.
The latest totals apparently keep Illinois ahead of
Louisiana for the most West Nile cases in the country.
As of Friday, Louisiana had 222 cases of the virus,
including 10 deaths.
Health officials say most people who get infected
with West Nile virus have either no symptoms or mild
symptoms, but a few individuals can develop a more
severe form of the disease.
A total of 495 birds, 451 mosquito batches and 140
horses in 96 Illinois counties have tested positive for
the virus since May 1.
Art
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 Eight-year-old boy is a
serious antique collector
MOUNT VERNON, Ill.
(AP) — While many 8-
year-old boys enjoy scoot-
ers, in-line skates and
Spider-Man action fig-
ures, Hunter McElroy
enjoys antiques.
“I wish I lived in the
past because I like
antiques so much,”
Hunter said recently, with
a grin.
His hobby began four
years ago. Since then, the
Mount Verson boy has
accumulated a wide vari-
ety of antiques. To enter
his bedroom is to travel
back in time because of
his eclectic collection,
which includes a miner’s
lantern, Mason jars, old
flour sifters, a shoebutton
hook, old radios, old bug
sprayers, a musical
squeeze box and a kettle
on a tripod.
“To make Hunter
happy, all you have to do is
take him to an antique
shop,” explained his moth-
er, Kristine McElroy.
“We’ve visited almost all
the local ones, as well as
those in New Harmony,
Ind., and Silver Dollar
City in Branson, Mo.
Interestingly, Hunter
not only collects antiques
but also wants to learn
how to use them.
“I like to use everything
I get,” he said.
His old fountain pens
are filled with ink. His
antique Victrola plays 78s.
His old typewriter works,
and his two push lawn-
mowers mow grass.
Last year, all Hunter
wanted for his birthday
was an antique spinning
wheel. After he received
it, he learned how to spin
wool from a craftsman at
the Jefferson County
Historical Village.
“I’d like Mom and Dad
to buy some sheep and
raise them, so that when
they’re sheared, I could
spin my own wool, and
Mom could make me
some clothes,” Hunter
said.
He said he also wants a
large windmill in the yard
to pump water out of the
ground and some roost-
ers, so they could wake
him up in the morning,
like in the old days.
His father, Chris
McElroy, commented
with amusement, though,
that it would be difficult
to put a windmill, sheep
and roosters on their
home’s third-of-an-acre
lot.
Because Hunter likes
old barns — especially
the round barn on his
cousin’s farm in Freeport
and the one on the farm
his grandmother, Anita
McElroy, once had in
Farmington — he said he
hopes to become a
farmer.
He also said that some
day he hopes to live in a
Victorian farmhouse. 
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Atheist sues to block
mayor’s Sept. 11
prayer ceremony
CHICAGO (AP) — A self-
described atheist sued the city of
Chicago on Monday in an effort to
stop Mayor Richard M. Daley’s
planned downtown prayer cere-
mony and other events being held
to commemorate the anniversary
of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
“I would think it would be
offensive to any atheist — not the
prayers but the mayor holding
them,” said Clint Harris, a 49-
year-old unemployed former
resale shop proprietor.
He said he hoped that his law-
suit would prevent his 6-year-old
daughter, Sajni, from having to
participate in any Sept. 11 prayer
events at school.
Daley announced Aug. 29 that
Chicago would mark the anniver-
sary of the Sept. 11 attacks at
11:45 a.m. Wednesday with a cere-
mony in Daley Center Plaza, half
a block from City Hall.
He announced the ceremony
would be highlighted by the city-
wide ringing of bells and the read-
ing of “a special interdenomina-
tional prayer.”
“In this way, we will celebrate
the values that are shared by the
vast majority of the people of the
world, regardless of their reli-
gious or political beliefs,” Daley
said in his statement.
City spokeswoman Jenny
Hoyle said Monday that the
prayer had been written by a
group of religious leaders and
would be read by someone they
chose — not by the mayor. Actor
Gary Sinise is to be master of cer-
emonies.
She said the ceremony is pri-
vately funded and the prayer
would be just one feature along
with poetry and other readings.
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mayor Richard M. Daley made a
new plea Monday for federal avi-
ation officials to declare a no-fly
zone over the city’s downtown
area before Sept. 11.
“If you want to protect your
ground, you protect the air,”
Daley said.
City officials first asked that
the no-fly zone be reinstated and
made permanent on Aug. 16, but
Transportation Security
Administration officials have
denied the request.
“There was no specific intelli-
gence request to justify it,” said
TSA spokesman David Steigman.
The agency constantly reevalu-
ates aviation security matters
around the country, he said.
The zone, first established
after the Sept. 11 attacks, would
include the 110-story Sears
Tower, the nation’s tallest build-
ing, the city’s business district
and several tourist attractions.
George Rumel, the manager of
the Sears Tower, said Monday he
supports a permanent no-fly
zone. 
“It makes sense around the
downtown area not to have
planes coming close to any of the
buildings,” Rumel said.
Mayor Daley made the plea
Monday in response to reporters’
questions.
“They can do all the security
that they want in major air-
ports,” Daley said. “But if you
have a single-engine plane or a
two-engine plane you can fly any-
place in the country over any
facility whether a federal, state
or local facility or private facili-
ties without any authorization. ...
It’s all for naught.”
Last week, the FAA announced
flight restrictions over New York
City from Sept. 11 through Sept.
13. 
Flights will also be restricted
on Sept. 11 over the Pentagon and
in Somerset County, Pa., where
planes also crashed in the
attacks.
No-fly zones were established
in Chicago and other major cities
after the Sept. 11 attacks.
Chicago’s restrictions, which
expired in April, were the last
still in place covering a down-
town area, except for
Washington, D.C.
Federal security officials said
at the time that no specific ter-
rorist threats had been issued
and extension of the no-fly zone
in Chicago was not warranted.
Although city officials have
said they have not received any
specific threats, they want the
no-fly zone as a precaution.
The restrictions sought by
Chicago would ban small planes
in the airspace bounded by
Irving Park Road on the north,
Ashland Avenue and the
Kennedy Expressway on the
west, the Eisenhower
Expressway and Congress
Parkway on the south and the
Lake Michigan shoreline on the
east.
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Mike Ennen, a senior accounting major, makes use of his afternoon off by changing  oil and other main-
tainence on his car Monday afternoon outside the Lantz Arena parking lot just off of 4th Street and Grant
Street.  
Mayor makes plea for no-fly zone over downtown Chicago
Inserters needed at The Daily
Eastern News.  Hours:  11pm - 2
am  on an as needed basis.
Apply in person at 1802 Buzzard
Hall or call 581-7870 after 9:00
pm.
__________________________9/25
LIFEGUARDS and SWIM
INSTRUCTORS: Paris
Community YMCA has A.M. and
P.M. positions available. Call (217)
466-9622.
__________________________9/12
Part-time staff position openings
at Charleston Teen Reach for 3-
8pm, M-F. May pick up applica-
tions at Charleston Teen Reach,
513 7th St(On the square) EOE
__________________________9/16
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
__________________________9/23
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
Female models for painting/draw-
ing classes for Fall 2002 semes-
ter. To apply, come to the Art
Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
Roommates Wanted: Near cam-
pus, Single Leases Available,
$275/month, Call Lindsey at 348-
1479
__________________________9/10
3&4 BR Apts, 2-4 people,
REDUCED RATES, SEMESTER
LEASES! Close to campus. No
pets. 348-8305
__________________________9/18
Large 1 or 2 BR Apt off
Charleston square. $495/Mo
includes heat, water, trash pick-
up, appliances. No pets. 345-
2617
__________________________9/27
New large one bedroom apart-
ment - all appliances, including
w/d, trash included. Available
October 1st. Call 348-6682.
__________________________9/20
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4 bed-
room house, 10 month lease,
available immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
__________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D
INCLUDED. $200 EACH. CALL
348-1067
__________________________00
2 bedroom apts, furn/unfurn, nice
apts, great locations. No Pets. From
$200/per person/mo. 345-7286
__________________________00
Large 1 bedroom apt., just paint-
ed, garage, laundry, avail. imme-
diately 345-7286
__________________________00
3 bedroom apt, new kitchen w/ dish-
washer, microwave, cent air, laundry,
very nice. No pets 345-7286
__________________________00
No more waiting in line for the bath-
room. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath large
apts. DSL Internet, W/D included.
$225-$250/person. 348-1067.
__________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
__________________________00
Sleep in and walk to Buzzard from
2020 10th st.  Only 3 2BR Apts
left. Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments. 345-6000.
__________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $250/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
__________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D, water
and trash included. $225 each, 3
people. Available June 1st. Not
close to campus. 232-0656.
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENT-
LY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
__________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
__________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
__________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2,
& 3 BEDROOM, OFF STREET
PARKING.  NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE, CITY
INSPECTED AND APPROVED.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-
3161.
__________________________00
Avail 11/01- June 02:  * Newly
remolded, 4 Bedroom house,
Central Air, Off-street parking.
Walking distance to EIU.  276-
5537
__________________________00
4 BR Apt Near EIU. Off-Street
Parking, Nearby Laundry, A/C,
Trash Incl.  $250 each. Poteete
Property Rentals 345-5088.
__________________________00 
Lincoln wood Pinetree
Apartments has 2 and 3 BR to fit
your budget. 2 BR are $250-285.
3 BR are $220-235. Individual 11
month lease. 345-6000.
__________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm.
apt. very close to campus, low
utilities, 10 month lease. 345-
5048.
__________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.
CLOSE TO  CAMPUS.  345-
6533.
__________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD.  $300 EA
FOR 3 PEOPLE. PH. 348-7746
__________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1
BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-2
BATH LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM, KITCHEN, STOVE,
REFRIG. 5 PEOP @ $200 EA.
1520 9th ST. PH.          348-
7746
__________________________00
Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments has 2&3 BR Apts
to fit your budget. 2 BRs are
$250-$285, 3 BRs are $220-
$235. Individual 11 mo lease.
345-6000
__________________________00
NICE! Clean 3 bedroom apartment.
1/2 block from campus.  Lease nego-
tiable. Priiced right! 345-6967.
__________________________00
NICE! Remodeled 7 bedroom
house. 2 full bathrooms. W/D,
dishwasher. Available for 4 to
7 people. Near rec center.
Priced right. 345-6967
__________________________00     
FOR SALE: Black futon in
great condition. $65 or best
offer. Must sell! Call Amanda
@ 348-5158
__________________________9/10
Sleeper Sofa. Very nice con-
dition. $100 or best offer. Call
as soon as possible. 345-
7097
__________________________9/13
Dorm Size Refrigerator, $50. 820
Lincoln Street. 348-7746.
__________________________00
Congratulations Ashleigh Hull of
ESA on your engagement to
Travis! Love, Your ESA Sisters.
__________________________9/10
SONOR Wants YOU! Contact Eric
at 581-7786 for info on how to
join one of EIU's leading student-
run publicity and relations agen-
cies.
__________________________9/13
JOEY'S JOEY'S JOEY'S: Roses
are red! Pickles are green! Pizza's
a Holler! JOEY'S is a scream! We
deliver all day, every day 11am-
midnight. 345-2466.
__________________________9/13
LICENSED HOME DAY CARE:
AVAILABLE ALL SHIFTS.  CON-
TACT US AT 348-9210
__________________________9/17
PARTY STUFF!! Hawaiian leis,
grass skirts, coconut bras, Mardi
Gras beads, wigs, cowboy hats,
tiaras, adult birthday and bache-
lorette gags & gifts. GRAND
BALL- 609 6th St, Charleston.
Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
__________________________9/20
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________11/1
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F O R  R E N T
C A M P U S  C L I P S
AITP. Informational Meeting today, 6pm at Lumpkin Lounge.
Introduction of the exec. board. Pizza!!
EIU BOWLING CLUB. First meeting/Practice today at 9pm in the
University Union Bowling Alley. EIU Bowling Club is open to anyone
who is a student and is interested in recreational or competitive bowl-
ing.
UNIVERSITTYT DEMOCRATS. Meetiing tonight, 5pm in Coleman Rm
2140. Everyone is invited. Elect officers.
POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION. Meeting tonight, 6pm in
Coleman Rm 2140. Everyone is invited. Food will be provided.
ACROSS
1Nile slitherers
5Masked crit-
ter
9Expecting, as
a raise
14Opportunity,
so to speak
15Dagger han-
dle
16Monica of
the courts
171999 Meryl
Streep movie
20“___ not fair!”
21Gardener’s
need
22Craving
23Master’s
requirement,
often
25Met or Card,
for short
27Gateway
Arch city:
Abbr.
30Midleg
32Viands
34Negative
vote
36Foolhardy
38Interminably
39Ayn Rand
book
42Out-and-out
43Accordingly
44Gives the
nod
45Ethel Waters
classic
47Fall shade
49Twitch
50Shows one’s
human side
52Things with
___ (theme of
this puzzle)
56Yiddish
plaints
57Bread spread
59Matterhorn,
e.g.
601988 John
Cleese
movie, with
“A”
65Action spot
66Easily mold-
ed
67Bumped off
68
Fortuneteller’
s card
69Golden rule
word
70Nothing more
than
DOWN
1Own up to
2Pole posi-
tion?
3Group that’s
rounded up
4___ Lanka
5Picky peo-
ple?
6Meatheads
7“Come here
___?”
8Extreme
9Leading
down the
aisle
10Hammer part
11It has many
keys: Abbr.
12Anthem
preposition
13Queue after
Q
18Goatee site
19Gave the
once-over
24First U.S.
space station
26McNeil’s
longtime
news partner
27Built for
speed
28Looks after
2960’s turn-on
31Egg roll time
33Colombia’s
capital
34One of the
Judds
35Storage spot
37“Quiet,
please!”
40Back street
prowler
41Not familiar 
with
42Make lace
46___ Minor
48Flat-bot-
tomed boat
51Wise lawgiv-
er
53Cyclist
Armstrong
54Respected
one
55Gardener’s
need
56“It can’t be!”
58Took off
60“___
chance!”
61Lyrical
Gershwin
62Sun. talk
63Baton Rouge
sch.
64Prepare to
shoot
Puzzle by Sherry O. Blackard
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37 38
39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52 53 54 55
56 57 58 59
60 61 62 63 64
65 66 67
68 69 70
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0730
ASPSCOONUPFOR
DOORHAFTSELES
MUSICOFTHEHEART
ITSHOSEYEN
THESISNLERSTL
KNEEEDIBLES
NAYRASHNOEND
ATLASSHRUGGED
TOTALTHENOKS
AMIBLUERUST
TICERRSSCALES
OYSOLEOALP
FISHCALLEDWANDA
ARENASOFTICED
TAROTUNTOMERE
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ADVERTISE!
F O R  S A L E
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
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M O T H E R  G O O S E  &  G R I M B Y  M I K E  P E T E R S
CHICAGO (AP) — The
U.S. Coast Guard will return
to downtown Chicago in two
years, after the construction
of a marine safety station
near Navy Pier, Coast Guard
officials said Monday.
The Coast Guard is work-
ing with the city’s trans-
portation department to
design the new station,
which also will be used by
marine units from Chicago’s
police and fire departments
and the Illinois
Conservation Police, Coast
Guard Capt. Raymond
Seebald said.
U.S. Sen. Dick Durbin said
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
reminded officials of the
importance of a quick
response to emergencies.
“To have the responders
miles and miles away ... no
longer does the job,” the
Democratic senator said.
“We need them close at
hand.”
The nearest Coast Guard
stations currently are in
Burr Ridge, Waukegan and
Calumet Harbor.
The city, state and federal
governments each con-
tributed $2 million toward
the station’s development
and construction.
Coast Guard and city offi-
cials have not decided
whether to rehabilitate the
existing structure
Marine safety
station plans
announced
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) —
The Arab satellite station
Al-Jazeera said Osama bin
Laden can be heard naming
four of the Sept. 11 hijack-
ers on a new videotape the
station partially aired on
Monday.
There was no way to ver-
ify whether the voice
heard on the video clip
belonged to bin Laden or
when the recording was
made. The al-Qaida
leader’s whereabouts are
unknown and he did not
appear in the excerpts
shown across the Arab
world on Monday.
“As we talk about the
conquests of Washington
and New York we talk
about those men who
changed the course of his-
tory,” a male voice, attrib-
uted to bin Laden, is heard
saying in Arabic.
In the excerpts, he iden-
tified four of the Sept. 11
hijackers — Mohamed
Atta, Marwan Al-Shehhi,
Ziad Jarrah and Hani
Hanjour — as ringleaders
and prayed for their souls.
The 19 hijackers were
described as “great men
who deepened the roots of
faith in the hearts of the
faithful and reaffirmed
allegiance to God and tor-
pedoed the schemes of the
crusaders and their
stooges, the rulers of the
region.”
Bin Laden has not been
heard from since shortly
after the U.S.-led bombing
campaign began in
Afghanistan last October.
Al-Jazeera, which has
aired several al-Qaida
videotapes since last year’s
attacks, said it would air
the latest video in full on
Thursday. According to the
station, the tape was made
in the eastern Afghan town
of Kandahar but it was not
clear whether that meant
that the scenes were filmed
there or the narration was
added there.
The tape also included
old footage of several
young men identified as
some of the hijackers dur-
ing training last year in
Afghanistan. 
They appeared to be
looking at maps, including
one of the Washington D.C.
area, and manuals of cock-
pit gadgetry.
At least one computer
and several books in
English could be seen sit-
ting on desks and a hand
was shown pointing at the
site of the Pentagon on one
map.
J E N  C R A V E N S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Lindsey Trumper, a freshman undeclared major, takes money from Beth Kellerman and Shelly Buckwell, both counseling
student development graduate students, Monday evening, at the new Java bean coffee shop located in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.  
Bin Laden heard on
tapes with  highjackers
KAKARAK, Afghanistan
(AP) — The garden where
Ahmed Shah’s mother,
father and relatives were
killed has been left to grow
wild. The gaping rocket
holes remain in the roof.
And Shah’s anger still runs
deep over the U.S. air attack
that Afghans say killed
dozens at a wedding party at
his home.
A U.S. investigative
report, released Friday by
the U.S. Central Command,
said the July 1 airstrike was
justified because American
planes had come under fire.
That finding, however, has
only stoked the resentment
and fury over an attack that
Afghan officials say killed
48 people and wounded 117.
“America has to make
excuses for this horrible
attack. Soon after the bomb-
ing, American troops seized
this area. They searched all
our homes, but they found
nothing,” said Shah, 25, who
lost his parents and 23 other
relatives in the bombing.
“They have killed women
and children. Shouldn’t the
Americans be held account-
able and responsible by
their own law, if not ours?”
he asked.
The attack, which fol-
lowed other misdirected
U.S. operations in southern
Afghanistan, strained rela-
tions between the U.S. mili-
tary and President Hamid
Karzai’s government.
Following the raid, Karzai
said “all necessary meas-
ures” must be taken to avoid
civilian casualties and
urged closer coordination
between U.S. and Afghan
forces.
In its report, the U.S. mil-
itary acknowledged civilian
deaths but concluded that
the AC-130 gunship
launched the attack against
five villages in Uruzgan
province only after coming
under fire from the ground.
The U.S. investigation
confirmed 34 dead and
about 50 wounded, the
report said.
“While the coalition
regrets the loss of innocent
lives, the responsibility for
that loss rests with those
that knowingly directed
hostile fire at coalition
forces,” the report said.
It said operators of those
weapons bore responsibility
because they “elected to
place them in civilian com-
munities and elected to fire
them at coalition forces”
when they knew civilians
were present.
Abdul Rahim, district
chief of Deh Rawood, con-
demned the report’s find-
ings as false.
“America is a liar. Had
there been any shooting
from this area, why have
they not seized arms and
anti-aircraft guns? They
searched all the houses, but
not a single weapon was
found. Not a single impor-
tant suspect was caught,” he
said.
The report said heavy
weapons had been fired at
American aircraft in the
days and weeks before the
raid. However, U.S. investi-
gators found no evidence of
anti-aircraft weapons at the
two compounds hit, the
report acknowledged.
Afgan villagers who lost family after U.S.
airstrike on wedding party demand justice
MANDI GOBINDGARH,
India (AP) — On the far
edge of town, where the
dingy concrete factories
suddenly give way to corn-
fields, thick slabs of twisted
metal are piled in a muddy
yard.
Here, they say in Mandi
Gobindgarh, is where the
World Trade Center ended
up: 1,000 tons of wreckage
rusting under a gray sky in
Chandra Mittal’s scrapyard.
Thousands more tons are
being melted down in
foundries across this noisy
Indian city of 60,000 people.
It’s a 16,000-ton fraction of
World Trade Center steel
that has been scattered to
recyclers around the world.
They’re chasing the
American dream in Mandi
Gobindgarh, dragging
themselves into the middle
class in a nation where one-
third of the population
remains in poverty. And
they’re doing it — or at least
they think they are — with
parts of the World Trade
Center.
“My wife told me not to
purchase this scrap because
thousands of people died in
it,” said Mittal, a baby-faced
man wearing sneakers and
a polo shirt. “We feel very
bad about what happened in
New York, but this is my
profession. I have to do it.”
Mandi Gobindgarh, 165
miles northwest of New
Delhi, is where the world
sends its industrial castoffs
to die. Wrecked trucks and
rusted bridges, junked
appliances and worn gears
are cut into pieces, melted
into ingots and sold to buy-
ers who turn them into
everything from houses to
hair dryers.
Don’t expect any talk
about the sanctity of Sept.
11 steel. This is a rough
town, a place of truckers,
prostitutes and posters that
practically beg people to get
HIV tests.
In the United States, the
World Trade Center site is
seen as hallowed ground,
with wreckage turned into
memorials to the Sept. 11
attacks. But here, those tons
of scrap are about one thing:
money.
“It’s just business,” said
Arshad Bhati, manager of
the Shakti Iron Store. “No
one sees where it comes
from, and no one sees where
it’s going. They just pur-
chase it and sell it.”
The foundries of Mandi
Gobindgarh — there are at
least two dozen of them —
have melted all kinds of
emotion-laden metal, from
Indian train wreckage to
Iran-Iraq war refuse.
“Every child from Mandi
now knows the scrap has
arrived from the World
Trade Center,” said Bhati,
whose office window looks
out over stacks of steel bars
destined for home construc-
tion.
But has Twin Towers steel
really arrived?
By all appearances, yes.
But probably not as much as
they think in Mandi
Gobindgarh.
Almost immediately after
the towers collapsed, New
York City began looking for
ways to deal with the 1.6 bil-
lion tons of wreckage.
After investigators
combed through it, more
than 350,000 tons of metal
were sold for recycling in
China, Malaysia, Korea and
India.
World Trade Center scraps used
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ADVERTISE You’llBeSurprised bythe Results
By Matthew Stevens
STAFF WRITER
The hiring of a new assistant
women’s soccer coach went virtu-
ally unknown. But Kristin Boeker,
who was hired over the summer
has already made an impact.  
Boeker has replaced Ashley
Rogers who resigned about two
months ago.  
Boeker has experienced big
time collegiate soccer when she
was a four-year letter winner and
a two-time All-Big East
Conference player at the
University of Missouri.  
Boeker said she didn’t know the
job was available until she got
home from her job as soccer camp
clinician at the University of
Notre Dame.  
“I was told by a friend that a job
was open in Illinois, and since I
wanted to get into collegiate
coaching, I applied for it right
away,” she said.
Boeker was an assistant coach
at Columbia Hickman High School
but this is her first experience at
the collegiate level. 
“It’s really a great opportunity
to work with coach Ballard at
Eastern,” she said. 
Boeker has warmed up to the
whole culture of Eastern and the
town of Charleston. 
“I really love Eastern and
Charleston because they are both
small, friendly environments,”
she said. ”This is exactly the place
I would want to learn how to
coach.”
Like the Panthers incoming
freshman players, Boeker is
learning every day as well.  
She admits that coaching is
challenging at the collegiate level,
but doesn’t lack confidence in her
ability. 
“(Coaching) is challenging
because I’m still a competitive
person and I want to play!” she
said.  “As a coach, I have to under-
stand how and why this works and
this doesn’t.  When I played I just
did athletic things without think-
ing about it.”  
In practice, the players are wel-
coming her with open arms for
two reasons.  
“Most of the team is close to my
age, so they can come into my
office and talk to me about any-
thing they want, and they respect
what I did on the field.”
Even though Boeker doesn’t
know as much as she would like
about collegiate coaching, she
does look to the future at a possi-
ble head coaching position.  
“Being a head coach is possible
down the road, but I need to learn
all the tricks of the trade before I
attempt that,” she said. 
“Missouri is a great place I will
always love, and if the job opened
up later on, maybe I would consid-
er it, but I enjoy what I’m learning
now.”  
Boeker brings experience to Panther coaching staff
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Los
Angeles Dodgers rookie left-
hander Kazuhisa Ishii, hit in
the forehead by a line drive,
had a two-hour operation
Monday to remove bone chips
from his nasal passage.
He will remain hospitalized
for at least a few days,
Dodgers head trainer Stan
Johnston said.
A CT scan after the opera-
tion was deemed normal and
the Japanese pitcher was
“eating and walking,” accord-
ing to the Dodgers. Ishii also
sustained a small skull frac-
ture and a concussion.
Ishii, who turned 29
Monday, was struck by the
line drive hit by Houston’s
Brian Hunter in the fourth
inning of Sunday’s 6-2 loss to
the Astros. Hunter drove the
3-2 pitch so hard into the left
side of Ishii’s head that the
ball ricocheted to the back-
stop. Hunter wound up with
an RBI double.
Manager Jim Tracy, assis-
tant trainer Matt Wilson and
paramedics rushed to the
pitcher’s aid. Ishii was placed
in a neck brace, then on a
stretcher and driven off
through the center field gate
to Good Samaritan Hospital.
Johnston said Ishii was
moved to Cedars Sinai
Hospital late Sunday night
after the nasal fracture was
discovered, and Dr. John Yu
performed a two-hour opera-
tion to remove chips.
A small titanium plate was
inserted during the surgery,
Johnston said. Ishii was
removed from the intensive
care unit Monday.
Dodgers spokesman Luis
Garcia said no timetable had
been set for Ishii’s return to
the mound.
“The most important thing
as far as the Dodgers are con-
cerned is his health and well-
being,” Garcia said, adding
that Ishii’s wife joined him at
Good Samaritan Hospital late
Sunday and was with him
again Monday at Cedars Sinai.
Ishii, the losing pitcher
Sunday, has a 14-10 record
and a 4.27 ERA. Before
Hunter came up, Ishii was
booed by the Dodger Stadium
crowd of 42,934 because he
had walked Jason Lane and
pitcher Roy Oswalt with one
out.
Kevin Beirne replaced Ishii
on the mound after a 14-
minute delay.
Ishii, one of the most effec-
tive starters in Japan for sev-
eral years, signed a $12.3 mil-
lion, four-year contract with
the Dodgers in February.
Ishii was the second
Dodger carried off the field in
two weeks at Dodger Stadium.
On Aug. 26, Alex Cora left in
an ambulance with a concus-
sion after colliding headfirst
with Arizona shortstop Tony
Womack’s knee while trying
to steal second base. Cora
missed two games.
“Bad things came to my
head today,” Cora said after
Sunday’s game. 
“I just started praying and
doing the same things my
teammates did for me two
weeks ago. Seeing it from this
side, I know it’s hard to see
the brace and the stretcher
and the ambulance.
“But I know he’s going to be
fine. In both situations, you’ve
got to tip your hats to the med-
ical staff.”
DETROIT (AP) - Sacramento
Kings star Chris Webber was indict-
ed Monday on charges he lied to a
grand jury about his dealings with a
University of Michigan basketball
booster more than a decade ago.
Webber, who led Michigan’s “Fab
Five” team to two NCAA title games,
was charged with obstruction of jus-
tice and making a false declaration
before a grand jury, FBI spokes-
woman Dawn Clenney said.
Webber’s father, Mayce Webber,
and his aunt, Charlene Johnson,
were indicted on the same charges.
If convicted, each faces up to 10
years in prison and a $250,000 fine.
The indictment contends that
Webber, his father and aunt lied to
the grand jury and conspired to con-
ceal the cash, checks, clothing, jew-
elry and other benefits that booster
Ed Martin gave the player and his
family from 1988-93. All three testi-
fied in 2000.
The Kings had no comment on the
indictment. Messages seeking com-
ment from the elder Webber and
Johnson were not immediately
returned.
After Martin’s indictment,
Webber publicly denied taking sig-
nificant amounts of money from him
and said the government’s charges
were inaccurate. Martin pleaded
guilty in May to conspiracy to laun-
der money.
Martin admitted he took gambling
money, mixed it with earned income
and money given to him from anoth-
er person, then loaned it to at least
four players while they were ama-
teurs.
Martin said he paid $280,000 to
Webber; $160,000 to Robert Traylor,
now with the Charlotte Hornets;
$105,000 to Maurice Taylor, now
with the Houston Rockets; and
$71,000 to Louis Bullock, who has
been playing professionally in
Europe.
Traylor and Bullock admitted
receiving the money in testimony to
the grand jury, their attorney, Steve
Fishman, has said.
Former Michigan guard Jalen
Rose, now with the Chicago Bulls,
also said in May that he took “pock-
et money” from Martin.
Webber, a 29-year-old four-time
All-Star, was the first pick in the
1993 NBA draft and was rookie of
the year with Golden State. He
starred at Washington before being
traded to the Kings.
Webber led Sacramento to the
Western Conference finals, and the
Kings were eliminated in Game 7 by
the eventual NBA champion Los
Angeles Lakers.
N B A  N E W S
Webber indicted on
charges of lying to jury
M L B  N E W S
Ishii undergoes surgery
Cardinals outduel Brewers for sixth consecutive win
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Woody
Williams and four relievers com-
bined on a five-hitter Monday
night as the St. Louis Cardinals
won their sixth consecutive
game, 3-0 over the Milwaukee
Brewers.
Albert Pujols doubled home a
run for the NL Central-leading
Cardinals, and Williams (8-4)
gave up three hits and a walk in
five innings against a makeshift
Brewers lineup.
The right-hander has been on
the disabled list twice this sea-
son with a strained left oblique
muscle, but he lowered his ERA
to 2.55 in his third start since
returning from the injury.
Four Cardinals relievers went
the final four innings, with Steve
Kline pitching the ninth for his
fifth save. The St. Louis bullpen
has gone 34 consecutive innings
without allowing a run.
Milwaukee was shut out for
the 14th time this season.
In his second major league
start, Ben Diggins (0-2) gave up
three runs on six hits and two
walks while striking out seven in
seven innings.
In his first start Sept. 2, he
gave up eight runs, seven
earned, in 1 1-3 innings against
the Chicago Cubs.
Diggins was Los Angeles’
first-round draft choice in 2000
and was traded to Milwaukee on
July 23 in the deal that sent
Tyler Houston to the Dodgers.
Eli Marrero led off the fourth
with a single and moved to sec-
ond on Jim Edmonds’ groundout.
Pujols, returning to the lineup
after missing two games with
spasms in his left shoulder, lined
the ball down the left-field line
for a double, scoring Marrero
for a 1-0 lead.
Scott Rolen followed with a
single to left, scoring Pujols.
Diggins walked six batters
against Chicago, but didn’t issue
a free pass to the Cardinals until
Rolen walked to open the sev-
enth inning.
Rolen then stole second,
moved to third on a balk and
scored on a wild pitch to make it
3-0.
The Brewers had four posi-
tion players in the lineup with
130 at-bats or less this season,
including Keith Ginter batting
second and Jim Rushford bat-
ting third.
Milwaukee put runners at first
and second with no outs in the
eighth, but Ginter struck out,
Rushford flied out and Richie
Sexson walked to load the bases.
Dave Veres got Matt Stairs to
fly out to end the inning. The
Brewers went 0-for-10 with run-
ners in scoring position.
 Cardinals pitchers combine for five hitter
“The most important
thing as far as the
Dodgers are con-
cerned is his health
and well-being,”
—Luis Garcia
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Greek Sale
in conjunction with
Sidewalk Sale
Select Clothing and Greek items
25%, 50%, and 75% off
Hurry for the best selections.
Sale ends Saturday Sept. 14th
University Union
$2.65
$3.00
$1 Well Drinks ll i
$2 24oz cans  
$2 Yager Shots
$2.75 BBQ Pork Sandwich. i
W/ Fries or Fried Chipsi i i
ATM
H o w d y  P a r t n e r . . .
Y o u  c o u l d  h a v e a d v e r t i s e d
r i g h t  h e r e !
Eastern needs to gain some
momentum going into a stretch of
games this week that involves two
NCAA qualifiers (Eastern
Michigan and Southeast
Missouri).  
Panther head coach Steve
Ballard said he’ll need several
strong performances from senior
Terri Manser (no goals, one shot),
sophomore Audra Frericks (no
goals, four shots) and freshman
Morgan Frericks (no goals, two
shots). The upperclassmen like
seniors Beth Liesen, Cara
LeMaster and junior Rebecca
Traen have proven that they can
create big plays but have to be
able to get the ball in the net.  
Talent:
Ballard looking to
several players to step
up versus Indiana St.
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Meinheit:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Rugby:
A look into the rules and
regulations of a little known
sport
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
ground and both teams will have about four
players each circle around it until one team
dives for the ball. 
Once one team dives for the ball and
recovers it, they are allowed to create the
new scrum. A try is worth five points and is
when a player crosses the goal line, exactly
like a football touchdown.  Once a try is
achieved, a conversion (extra point) is
worth two points and can be a placekick or
punt.  
During a drive down the field, a team is
allowed to toss the ball backwards and try to
punt the ball through the goal posts for
three points.
That is for all intents and purposes, the
basics of rugby.  Simply put, rugby players
participate in full-contact football without
any padding.
After the Bears scored a touchdown to
make it 20-23 and Mike Brown brought feel-
ings of deja vu with another big pick with the
game on the line. I’m sitting there in my
Brian Urlacher jersey expecting former staff
writer Ray Keeler to be there and ask me
where Brown went to school, like he always
did after Brown made a big play.
Nebraska baby!
By this point Shauna has pulled herself out
the office and is biting her nails watching
Jim Miller lead the Bears to the nine yard
line.
I’m saying, “just three passes to the back
of the endzone and a kick if necessary.” Then
Miller and David Terrell have to ruin all the
suspense by connecting for the touchdown on
first down.
For me and my fellow Bears fans that was
an easy win. There was no overtime, or run-
ning clock to get a kick off like last year’s
Tampa Bay game.
It was still a great feeling, and great start
to the season for the team I will be watching
all year, DA Bears!
CHICAGO (AP) - Alex
Gonzalez homered in the bottom
of the ninth inning Monday night
— his third game-winning shot at
Wrigley Field this season — to
give the Chicago Cubs a 3-2 victo-
ry over the Montreal Expos.
Gonzalez hit a 2-2 pitch from
Jim Brower (3-2) far over the
fence in left-center for his 17th
homer of the season and 100th of
his career. Earlier this season,
Gonzalez hit game-winning
homers against St. Louis and
Texas.
Joe Borowski (4-4) got the vic-
tory with 1 1-3 innings of relief.
Sammy Sosa, who said before
the game the Cubs needed to
clean house before next season,
went 0-for-4 and is in a 5-for-30
skid.
Corey Patterson, benched
because of a 7-for-58 slump,
homered as a pinch-hitter in the
seventh off Tony Armas to give
the Cubs a 2-1 lead.
But struggling Cubs reliever
Kyle Farnsworth couldn’t hold it,
giving up a walk, a two-out single
to Michael Barrett and an RBI
double to pinch-hitter Matt
Cepicky that tied it.
Armas went the first seven
innings for the Expos, allowing
five hits and two runs with eight
strikeouts.
Cubs starter Matt Clement left
in the top of the fifth with back
spasms, right after Barrett hit
the first pitch of the inning for his
12th homer, tying it at 1.
Clement has won three straight
starts for the Cubs.
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E /  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Sophomore midfielder Katie Siwicke prepares to cross the ball against Bowling Green State.
Kansas City, Mo. (AP) — Joe Crede homered twice off
Paul Byrd and Joe Borchard hit an inside-the-park homer
to lift the Chicago White Sox over the Kansas City Royals
10-6 Monday night.
Paul Konerko also homered for the White Sox before
the smallest Kansas City crowd in more than seven years.
The attendance of 9,555 was the lowest at Kauffman
Stadium since July 5, 1995, when 7,511 saw the Royals
play the Red Sox.
D’Angelo Jimenez added a triple and a double, with two
runs scored and an RBI for Chicago.
Dan Wright (11-12) gave up six earned runs on eight
hits in 5 2-3 innings for the win. He walked two and struck
out six.
Byrd (15-11) allowed a season-high 10 runs on 10 hits in
eight-plus innings. He walked two and struck out three,
giving up four home runs.
The White Sox improved to 35-18 in Kansas City since
1995.
Homer lifts Cubs White Sox win
10-6 over Royals
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Believe it or not, in your lifetime
you have probably played rugby in
one form or another. 
It may also be a surprise to many
that Eastern has both a men’s club
rugby team and a women’s team,
which is NCAA sanctioned.
So what exactly is rugby any-
way?
Rugby is played in almost every
country in the world. It is arguably
the most popular sport that has
never been highlighted on ESPN’s
SportsCenter.  
Rugby is a game that could be
described as an unorthodox combi-
nation between American football
and soccer. 
The field dimensions are similar
to football, but a rugby field is
about 30 yards shorter.  The regu-
lation ball is oval shaped, but it’s
bigger than a football. 
The one aspect that could be con-
sidered weird is that forward pass-
es aren’t allowed in any form.
However, a ball can be kicked for-
ward and a receiver for the same
team can run under it, catch it and
advance after the reception. 
To the casual fan, a live rugby
match tends to look like unorgan-
ized violence. 
In fact, if the sport involved a
stick, misdemeanor charges could
be brought to court.  These players
aren’t allowed to wear any type of
padding and if they do, they are
ejected. 
The 15 players are allowed to
punish a ball carrier as much as
they please.  
Setting the violence aside, rugby
is arguably one of the most physi-
cally demanding sports. 
After a match is over, the play-
ers’ jerseys are drenched in sweat
with plenty of blood splotches. 
Unlike football, this game is
essentially non-stop for each 45-
minute half.  Since forward passes
are illegal, the most common play
is a “scrum.”  
A scrum involves having 12
players huddling around with a
smaller one in the middle.  This
pile continues to slowly move
another pile of 12 (defenders) and
suddenly the smaller player will
emerge from the huddle and make
a mad dash forward.  
A good defense will keep about 3
defenders and a speedy player
back to prevent the offensive
sprinter from crossing the goal
line.  
Once the sprinter goes for it all
he usually has a guy at his sides
because he’ll lateral it before he
gets planted into the ground.  
So, once the breakaway occurs it
looks very similar to a football
option strategy all the way down
the field. 
Once the offensive player is
tackled and taken to the ground, an
official will lay the ball on the 
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L O N G  S H O T
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Sunday
afternoon
rituals are
back again
I’m sure that when everyone
sits down to watch football on
Sundays, they have a routine
they have followed for years.
Some might stumble out of
bed, head to the fridge in
search of food and grab some
leftover pizza that has been in
there for God knows how long
and then head to the couch and
turn on the TV.
Others might not ever both-
er to get out of bed – just lay-
ing in bed wrapped in their
blankets like a butterfly in a
cacoon.
Then there has to be the
total opposite. Those people
that wake up early. Making
nachos and pizza bites and
whatever kind of snack food
they need. They watch three
hours of pregame coverage on
ESPN while they finalize their
fantasy team’s roster for the
week.
Different areas might have
their own different rituals.
For example, somebody
from Wisconsin probably puts
on their Brett Favre jersey and
cheese hat with as much care
as the NFL’s most superstitious
player.
By now you have to be won-
dering what my point is.
Well unless you haven’t
noticed, Sunday was Week 1 of
the NFL regular season and all
the Bears fans out there like
me are excited about another
heart-racing year like 2001.
My Cubs gave up before
June, if I did care about the
NBA the Bulls are not going to
do anything, and I never got
into hockey, so the Bears are
my last chance this season to
get excited about a contender.
But Bears games are special. 
If you want to, you can
watch the whole game, but let’s
face it, Bears games don’t get
interesting until the second
half when they start coming
back (like they did against
Minnesota on Sunday).
That’s what makes the Bears
so much more fun to watch
than the Rams.
With the “Greatest show on
turf” they make it a little more
interesting for the whole game.
Putting up a ton of points early
and then throwing their lead
away to a team that has been
too injured in the last couple of
seasons to compete for any-
thing.
Now back to the Bears.
Sunday’s game had the same
feel as so many games from
last year. Chicago started to
make a comeback, then the
Vikings made a field goal to go
up by 10.
By this point everyone in the
newsroom that I’m watching
the game with is saying
“they’re out of it.” 
Our editor in chief, Shauna
Gustafson, keeps popping in
and out of her office afraid to
watch, but still has to know
what’s going on.
Panther sports calendar
T U E S D A Y Women’s soccer at Indiana St. 4 p.m.
F R I D A Y Cross Country at Bradley
Volleyball at Tiger Invitational
Men’s soccer at Appalachian St.6 p.m.
Women’s soccer vs. SEMO 4 p.m. Lakeside Field
S A T U R D A Y Football at Kansas St. 1:10 p.m.
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Junior midfielder Rebecca Traen slides for the ball in Sunday’s game against Bowling Green State on.
Trean and the Panthers travel to play Indiana State on Tuesday.
Indiana State fears Eastern talent
 Sycamore coach gives his
team little chance to win
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern women’s soccer team will
travel to Terre Haute, Ind. to compete
against the Indiana State Sycamores. 
This will start a stretch for the Panthers
in which they will play three games in five
days.  The Panthers (1-1-1) will look to have
a breakout performance against Indiana
State, who are struggling even more by
starting (0-4). 
The Panthers are currently looking to
rebound from a somewhat disappointing 1-
1 draw against Bowling Green State last
Sunday and will look to score more than the
one game they’ve put up in each of their
three games.
The perspective for Eastern breaking
out and getting a road victory is looking
better because of the lackluster play by the
host Sycamores.  
Indiana State head coach Vernon Croft is
doubtful of his chances of a win.“My
biggest concern is playing Eastern compet-
itively because they spanked us last year
and they’ve got a pretty good chance of
doing it again,” Croft said. “It’s a huge prob-
lem to still be trying to find yourself as a
team and be playing a quality team like
Eastern.”  
Indiana State has had three of their four
losses by one goal but Croft doesn’t see that
as a positive. “We simply just don’t know
how to win and that’s not good at all.” 
Croft will not be intently looking at scout-
ing reports on Eastern.
“We need to fix our problems and focus
on our details before we are going to beat
anyone,” Croft said.  “Obviously Beth
Liesen is going to get crosses and Cara
(LeMaster) is going to get shots on goal, no
duh!”  
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
The Eastern women’s rugby team battles it out against Illinois in a home
match last season at Lakeside Ruby Field.
An unknown
sport no more
 Rugby gaining steam at Eastern, around nation
HISTORY OF RUGBY
1895: The Northern Rugby Football Union founded at the
George Hotel, Huddersfield  
1897: Batley beat St.Helens 10-3 in the first ever
Challenge Cup final.
1954: The first World Cup, played in France and won by
Great Britain 
1982: Max Krilichís creates the modern style of rugby --
a faster and more athletic league 
1996: The professional game moves to summer with the
creation of Super League.
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